Dear All,


I am very happy to tell you that IJPMR has successfully indexed with well known renowned databases such as Google, Geneva Foundation for Medical Education and Research, Switzerland, New Jour Electronic Journal& Newsletters, United States, Genamics, Indian Science, Directory of Research Journal Indexing (DRJI), Jadoun Science Journal Access Directory Open Utility Network of Science, Cite factor and General impact factor in a short span of time.

This Journal publishes original research work that contributes significantly to strengthen the scientific knowledge in area of Pharmaceutics, Pharmacology, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Pharmacognosy, Pharmaceutical Analysis, Pharmaceutical Microbiology, Pharmaceutical Biotechnology, Clinical Pharmacy, Bioinformatics, Pharmaceutical Management, Health Care Management, Hospital Management, Biochemistry, Regulatory Affairs, Pharmacovigilance, Clinical Research, Hospital Pharmacy, Community Pharmacy, Quality Assurance, Pharmacy Practice and Clinical Biochemistry, Agricultural Science, Cell biology, Environmental Sciences, Food science and Technology, Molecular biology, Medical sciences and not limited to above mentioned subjects.

The Journal publishes original research work either as a Full Research Paper or as a Short Communication / Case study/Letter to editor and Review Articles on a current topic in the said fields are also considered for publication by the Journal.

I welcome my peers to submit their manuscripts for publication consideration for forthcoming issues of IJPMR. It would be definitely a privilege to publish a high quality research article which satisfactorily passes the editorial and peer review protocol. I would like to thanks all the individuals / members of the editorial team, reviewers and authors for their continuous support and Cooperation. This ranges from the persons who have helped with art design, setting up the journal and its guidelines, proof-reading and web organizing.
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With regards,
Editor in Chief,
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